
GAIA – EARTH ENERGIES PACKAGE 

DESCRIPTIONS 
 

 

 
Bliss Light Body Activation 

 
Most people find that they feel a strong energy of love and joy, that merges into a 
profound spiritual depth of feeling that almost takes your breath away with its strength and 
breadth. Many people find it is quite unlike anything they have felt before as it is changing 
your energy patterns and helping you to anchor and ground your lightbody to Mother 
Gaia. 

 
These energies have an extremely high vibration. If you have been working with this 
energy and are sensitive to energy, when you hold these lovely energies you will more than 
likely feel their quite potent vibration in a number of areas of the body. 

 
Bliss Light Body Activation have an amazing resonance in the heart chakra and higher 
heart or thymus chakra. Bliss Light Body Activation have a lovely heart-based energy, but 
they bring you so much more than the average heart chakra energy. Its quickly take you 
into a very deep inner awareness, and once there you will not want to come back until 
you have fully experienced all that will the Bliss Light Body Activation gave. Clearing any 
discordant or stagnant energy in your auric field, this energy opens the way for 
ascension, spiritual awakening and growth. 



When you hold them in the heart, you truly receive a blissful charge from them. The 
vibration of these energy feels like a rush of pure pleasure, inner delight and love, that 
wells up within you and energizes your heart and bring feelings of joy and happiness, and 
a sense of what can almost be described as inner rapture... truly beautiful! 

 
It will also stimulate the higher chakras and are powerful to use in meditation. They are 
safe energies to stimulate kundalini awakening, and to aid you to awaken your inner 
serpent. 

 
This energy has function of clearing discordant and stagnant energy in auric field, Helps 
spiritual awakening and growth, Stimulate kundalini awakening, To aid achieve blissful 
heart, Bring feelings of joy and happiness, Stimulate the higher chakras. 

 
Earth Connection of Human Energetic System 

 
By Hari Winarso. Earth Connection of Human Energetic System is a wonderful energetic 
tool that brings the human energy system into a state of balance with the whole of the 
Earth energy system. In particular, it balances one’s energy with that of the Earth’s solar 
orbit, so that one remains in ‘orbital’ balance wherever you may be on the planet. 
Eliminates disorientation, improves the sense of direction and is ideal for travellers. 

 
Earth Connection of Human Energetic System transmits and connects one with a high 
frequency colour of very deep blue, which is a spiritual channel. It opens the Solar Plexus 
Chakra to receive knowledge of and from extra-terrestrial civilisations. 

 
It allows you to bring down cosmic energies into Earth for healing. Such as starlight 
energy, background cosmic energy, the energy of other galaxies and star systems, etc. If 
you can think of it and locate it out there in space, then you can bring it down with this. 

 
These extra-terrestrial energies can be used for a multitude of spiritual and healing 
purposes on Earth. 

 
Earth Dragon Egg Elixir 

By Hari Winarso. Earth Dragon Egg Elixir has a gentle energy that resonates with the 

Earth. It grounds, protects, and gives strength in time of need. It vitalizes purpose, 

eliminates energy blockages and stimulates growth on all levels. It is a stabilizing energy 

that strengthens the aura and restores the correct spin to the sacral and solar plexus 

chakras. It relieves pain and improves circulation. It is protective, repels negativity, 

disperses unloving thoughts and facilitates the release of old loves providing support 

during the change. It grounds spiritual energy into the body held briefly above the third 

eye, breaks through mental barriers and dissolves mental conditioning. 

Earth Energy Boost 

The Earth Energy Boost is a simple energy that works as an immediate and gentle “pick-
me-up.” If you are familiar with the “Rescue Remedy” flower essence, then you'll 



understand that the Earth Energy Boost can work in a similar fashion. It's something to 
use for fatigue, illness, or times of extreme stress. It can also be used during strenuous 
activity, to provide an extra “boost.” It is not meant as an instant cure, but an additional 
energetic support. 

 
Earth Fortress Essence 

Earth Fortress Essence by Hari Winarso is a powerful essence that protects you from any 

harm and all forms of attacks, negative entities, and is helpful to banish negative spirits 

that disturb your home, office, factory, plantation and the like. 

Earth Sphere Energetic 

 
Earth Sphere Device helps the over analyzer to ground and center all bodies (physical, 
emotional, intellectual, etc) to maintain balance and connection (working with) with the 
etheric energies. Earth Sphere Device is an energetic device of service. It can be used by 
those in the Veterinary energy to calm and soothe animals that are hurt and scared. It is a 
stone of service for all. 

 
Earth Sphere Device helps to harmonize the emotions and assists in maintaining 
composure, even under the most difficult circumstances. 

 
Earth Sphere Device useful to cleanses the aura and any other dysfunctional energies, 
dispels/transmutes negative energy, and protects us from harm. Activate this device 
when you are feeling down and out. 

 
Earthly Vibration Amplifier 

 
By Maha Kamaleksana. Earthly Vibration Amplifier helps us to connect to a deeper 
connection with nature and with plants, trees and animals and with Mother Gaia herself. It 
has a vibration of happiness and joy for life and contributes to more cheerful, pleasant 
people entering our life. 

 
It carries a strong vibration for change as soft gradual energy to flow outwards, 
throughout our life. So, If you are person who is passionate about the earth and who feels 
that it is time to step forward to help heal the earth, then the energy of this energetic 
system will be of benefit to you! 

 
This very nature energetic tool assists us to feel more balanced emotionally. It may 
strengthen relationships as it brings a stream of happiness, joy and contentment to our 
life which will flow through to those with whom we are in contact with. 

 
It also encourages more enthusiasm for the healing of our environment as well as 
bringing us personal healing. The lovely energy of this energy system flows out and aids 
us to personally heal any emotional problems we may have. Even if we feel that all is well 
in your life, the addition of extra joy and happiness will benefit us! 

 
The vibration of this energy system challenges us to feel more respect for all life, 
including plants, animals and all environments. Thus, it is very excellent energetic tool to 
heal our pets, garden, even the earth, our Mother of Life! 



Earth Star Super Radiance 

 
EarthStar Super Radiance is a strong modality and energy to heal the earth, and to heal 
us, both emotionally and spiritually. It resonates strongly through the Base chakra and the 
Earth chakra to release excess energy and spiritual grounding into Mother Gaia. 

 
The radiance of these energy aids us to feel a stronger sense of support and connection 
to the earth. The energy of EarthStar will balance and support our lower chakras and 
provide us with a feeling of stability within our life. 

 
This energy has an excellent radiance for allowing us to feel more grounded, fully present 
and centered. It may aid us to be more patient and to be more content about our life 
circumstances. It may relieve anger and resentment and help us if we have anxiety, 
stress or other negative emotional feelings. 

 
EarthStar Super Radiance give us useful ways to relieve stress and when we are 
generally having difficulty coping emotionally with the circumstances of our life, these 
energies may be particularly helpful. 

 
EarthStar Super Radiance help to clear the auric field of disharmony, then balance our 
chakras. It may bring our vibration to a higher point, in preparation for making contact with 
spirit. Once it has succeeded in raising our vibration this energy then flows through to 
energize the physical body. 

 
These energetic tools have a strong healing vibration and will work within all chakras. It 
will clear and balance the chakras as the energy flows out into our auric field. 

 
EarthStar Super Radiance creates an impressive result, because it distributes energy and 
light outwards to create an amazing energetic charge. This strong field of light will then 
flow out into our aura. The result is a deep sense of peace and harmony. Any energy 
blockages that may originate from past life issues that have not been resolved, may then 
be able to be healed. 

 
The treatment / healing of it will help you to release disharmony and stress and aid the 
healing of physical problems, including aches and pains. EarthStar Super Radiance also 
helps to aid the immune system and to help with calcium absorption. It brings an influx of 
energy into the body creating increased sparkle, liveliness, endurance and zest for life. 

 
Elemental Earth Star Empowerment 

 
The Elemental Earth Star Empowerment is the final attunement in the Atlantian & Gaia 
Trilogy (The Atlantian Crystal Activation, The Crystal Skull Activation and finally The 
Elemental Earth Star Empowerment). 

 
During your Atlantian Crystal and Crystal Skull attunements your 7th and 8th chakras 
were activated and cleared to allow these energies to flow smoothly through you. Now it is 
time to reconnect yourself back to mother earth through the empowerment and activation 
of your Earth Star Chakra which is situated just below the soles of your 



feet. Through this attunement you will be re grounded and cleared of any residual 
energies that no longer serve your highest good. When this grounding fully takes place you 
will also gain the ability to send healing back to Mother Earth through the earth star 
chakra which will aid in her own spiritual progression and ascension. You will also feel a 
stronger and closer connection to mother earth 

 
Elemental Reiki 

 
Elemental Reiki is a unique style of Reiki that combines symbols derived from the 
Goddess, Elemental and Pagan symbology. You can use Elemental Reiki for both healing 
purposes and connection with the four elements. 

 
If you are a Usui Reiki Master you will only need one attunement. If you are not a Usui 
Reiki Master you will need two attunements. 

 
Energy of Elements – Fire 

 
Self-Healing for the power centers and meridians chakras, meridians of heart and 
intestines. Organs - heart - skin-intestines-vascular system, emotions - joy, love and 
anticipation. Energy of heat is applied to harmonize entire system. 

 
Essential Earth Love 

 
By Hari Winarso. The Essential Earth Love represents the element of the Earth. When you 
attune and align with the energy of Mother Earth she will provide you with all you need. 
Earth is also associated with stability, nurturing, prosperity and support. 

 
The Essential Earth Love help calm the emotions and bring the body back into a state of 
peace. It helps one to clearly communicate from a calm, cool state of expression. 
Essential Earth Love connect with the energy of the Earth’s vibration and consciousness. 
It helps one to understand that living in balance and having respect for the Earth is vital 
for us at this time. 

 
The Essential Earth Love's energy promotes confidence, abundance, and an increased 
sense of possibility. An energy with powerful regenerative energy, The Essential Earth 
Love is particularly recommended for people experiencing a sense of burn-out in financial 
matters. So, if you're in a period where you feel like you're working hard but getting 
nowhere fast, or if the ladder of success is feeling more like a treadmill, it is for you. 

 
Often those who are experiencing financial troubles feel themselves at the mercy of a 
system beyond their control. In such instances, Essential Earth Love will work to restore 
confidence and a sense of direction. Imparting what might best be called a sense of willful 
optimism, Essential Earth Love will also help to mitigate depression and eradicate 
irrational attitudes toward financial dealings. With its fast-acting energy, it will put you back 
in touch with a sense of what you need to survive in the world and will further improve 
communication from the soul to the ego. 



Essential Green Earth Energy 

 
Essential Green Earth Energy can be a good energy filter, It help to blocking geopathic 
stress as well as electromagnetic pollution emitted from computers, microwaves, or cell 
phones. Essential Green Earth Energy soothes aggravation and emotional trauma, eases 
irritation, and calms all of the chakras. 

 
Essential Green Earth Energy is helpful in clearing energy blockages and balancing the 
Yin and Yang energies. Meditating with Essential Green Earth Energy can bring the 
subtle bodies into alignment and helps to open one's subconscious to subtle messages 
from the higher realms. 

 
Essential Green Earth Energy balances masculine and feminine energy as well as 
different personality traits. Use this excellent energy on the Heart and Throat Chakras to 
enhance loving expression, or with the Third Eye Chakra to open intuition. 

 
Gaia Goddess Seasons Abundance Fertility Love 

 
Mother Goddess of the Seasons, Abundance, Fertility, Love, Healing, Empowerment, 
Enrichment. 

 
Gaea "the Deep-Breasted One", is the ancient Greek Goddess of the Earth, considered 
by Hesiod "the oldest of divinities". She was said to be the child of Ether (Air) and 
Hemera (Day), though some said She was born directly from Chaos with Eros (Love) and 
Nyx (Night). 

 
She is credited with creating the Universe, and is known as the mother of many. Gaea is 
considered the Mother of All, who nourishes and cares for Her children, and brings rich 
blessings. 

 
Gaea as the ever-present Earth was invoked in oaths as a witness, and as one who being 
All, knew all, was considered a goddess of prophecy: the Olympian oracle was Hers, and 
the famous oracle at Delphi was originally Hers, before Apollo either stole it, or before it 
was passed down through Her daughter, Phoebe, to Him. 

 
Gaea, in a reading, indicates a time of fruitfulness and bright blessings, of nourishment and 
fulfilment. Alternate spellings: Gaia, Ge. In Greek mythology, she created the Universe 
and gave birth to both the first race of gods (the Titans) and the first humans. 

 
She was known as the supreme goddess by humans and gods alike. She presided over 
marriages and oaths and was honoured as a prophetess. Goddess Gaea Will Help You 
With: 

 

• Enhancing Your Mystical Powers in Energy Works 

• Bringing Life Essence to Your Life and of Others 

• Giving Great Power in Healing 

• Enhancing Your Telekinetic Power 

• Enhance Your Energy Treatments 

• Enhance Your Femininity 



• Fertility Problems 

• Solving Relations and Love Problems 

• Bringing Love in Your Life 

• Enhancing Clairvoyance for Tarot Reading and in Dreams 

• Power 

• Nurturing 

• Be More in Contact with Nature 

• Abundance and Prosperity for Yourself, Business and Others 

• Protection for Yourself, Children, House and Business 

 
 
Healing Elements Lightwork 

 
Each of the four Elements of Nature have tremendous healing power that is available for 
you to use to help heal yourself and others. This attunement connects you to the 
Elements Earth, Air, Fire, and Water to help you bring universal healing into your life. 
Using these energies can improve any other healing techniques you may already be 
using, and provides powerful healing with the Elements of Nature. 

 
You will learn about each of the elements and a healing technique for connecting to and 
healing with each element. There are four attunements to this system: 

 

• Earth 

• Air 

• Fire 

• Water 

 
Each has its own energy and power and can be used alone or together with any or all of 
the other Elements in healing. 

 
Healing Plants and Mother Earth Reiki 

Healing Plants and Mother Earth Reiki, connects you to the Earth Goddess and Divinity 

energy that bring healing to all plants and to Mother Earth. Tapping into this energy helps 

you to heal any plant, including houseplants, vegetation of all kinds, and even crops in the 

field. This wonderful healing energy is very powerful to protect your plants and to help 

them grow and be healthy plants. It also helps to protect and heal our Mother Earth. 

 
Kukai Mikio Wu Wei Ling 

 
Founder: Ramon Martinez Lopez 

 
KŪKAI - 空海 -also known as Kōbōdaishi - 弘法大師 - was a tantric master who 

established theVajrayana teachings in Japan in the early 9th century. 

 
Kūkai's name combines two elements. Firstly Kū (空 which in Sanskrit is ākāśa and 

means space, or emptiness (in the sense of śūnyata). Kūkaihad a strong association with 

the Bodhisattva Ākāśagarbha,known in Japanese as Kokūzo. 



 
Secondly Kai (海;)means sea and perhaps relates to the story recounted by Oliver Statler 

in Japanese Pilgrimage that Kūkaigained Enlightenment on the coast at Cape Muroto, on 

Shikoku Island. So 'Kūkai'might be translated as Sea & Sky. Sea of consciousness and 

sky of infinity space. 

 
MIKIO-means tree, in this case tree of unity, beyond duality. MIKIO REFERS 
TOTANTRIC PRACTICE of the union of heavens and earth deeply rooted in your 
body,heart and mind. 

 
LINGQI-靈氣- means the spiritual energy of the mountains. It is Consistent, solid energy 

and everlasting and indestructible. 

 

Wu Wei- is a Daoist (Taoist) belief, which speaks to the idea of letting nature take its 
course. 

 
IT OPENS AND CONNECT THE NEW light frequencies of heavens and lines of the now 
changing mother earth. Similar to cosmic meridians and earth meridians but in an no 
duality form. It busts your healing capabilities. 

 
Magical Nature Reiki 

 
Magical Nature Reiki teaches that Mother Earth is the soul of the planet. She has a 
Consciousness, Chakra System and an Aura of her own. All persons of our planet 
should try to achieve together as a healing and raising our vibrations to reach ascension. 

 
Mother Earth and her nature kingdoms hold magic and wisdom, awe and wonder. As we 
are able to tune into her energies this brings us a powerful healing, love, peace, and 
spiritual enlightenment. There are many nature beings that work within Mother Earth's 
Realms such as fairies, elves, tree spirits, gnomes and sylphs. 

 
All of them hold much light and love and are always ready and willing to be of assistance 
to humans in helping with healing and spiritual growth. Magical Nature Reiki has been 
developed to help us gain a deep connection to Mother Earth, her Nature Kingdoms and 
Nature Beings. This form of Reiki will help in a variety of ways. Some examples are as 
follows. 

 

• Ascension and Spiritual Growth 

• Healing and Clearing 

• Raising our Vibration 

• Connecting to Mother Earth, Nature Spirit Guides 

• Clairvoyance to see the Nature Beings 

• Clear Away negative thoughts and programming 

• Connect to Past Lives that hold sacred knowledge of Nature 

• Raise consciousness to help ground Spiritual Energies 

 
Nature Essence Purification 

Essence Purification designed to aids purification at all levels. It helps us to able to 



absorb, filter, and transform dark forces and blocked energies in others into positive and 
useful one. This purifier energetic system also useful to present a realization that life is 
abundant and full of blessing. 
Nature Essence Purification instils a balanced relationship of the soul to the body and to 
life on Earth. It stimulates a great acceptance within our life that life with its imperfects, 
impurities, imbalances, etc, is The Perfectness, Purities, Balance itself. Thus, we will 
become more calm, grateful, and lovely people for ourselves, the others and universe. 
Physically, Nature Essence Purification helps us to treat skin disorders, to treat wounds, 

aid in recovery from an incipient cold, or to counter-act the side effects of 

pharmaceuticals and also very useful for the healers to lessen the effect of continuously 

subjected to the energies of the patients on their own energies. 

Nature Love Empowerment 

 
Nature Love Empowerment is a system capable of carrying wonderful love. Nature Love 
Empowerment produce energy that cause the vibrations spread toward our innermost 
conscience which can brings positive thoughts. It is the vibrations that trigger us to always 
do good deeds without any other intention that deviate from goodness. 

 
Nature Love Empowerment stimulates the heart chakra to be more sensitive and intuitive 
to feel the others at our circumstance and ourselves. It stabilizes our emotional state by 
balancing our energetic body. 

 
Nature Love Empowerment connects us with the natural energy that can lead us into 
ourdeepest self. It gives motivation and encourages us to always keep ourselves from 
negative actions. So that we can feel inner peace and free from the sadness, suffering and 
anxiety that interfere. 

 
This energetic system promotes our physical, mental and spiritual well-being. We will 
learn the way we were created. To back to our origin 

 
Natural Red Vibration 

 

Natural Red Vibration encourages us to feel self-love and as we begin to feel more love 
for the body in which our spirit resides, this love flows out into our life, and we may see an 
improvement begin to happen. Natural Red Vibration allows us to be comfortable with 
taking risks and to embrace all of life's experiences. Through the power of coincidence 
and synchronicity this lovely energetic tool puts us in interesting and adventurous 
situations where we are challenged to live life to the full. 

This tool has a strong energy of sensuality and love for life, and of beauty. It will assist us 
to feel more sexually attractive, as it works within the sacral chakra, to aid our sexuality 
and sociability. It is also a good energetic tool to increase our creativity to deal any 
situation within our life. 

 

Red is close to the color of blood, and it has a strong vibration to resonate to aid the 
oxygen carrying capacity of our blood. It energizes and balances the body and will 
enhance our overall health. 

 

Nature Relaxation Resonance 

 



Using pulsating of Bio-electromagnetic fields that radiate the natural and ongoing 
frequencies of different organ systems in the body, it is possible to recharge cells to their 
correct level of function with very beneficial and often dramatic effects. 

 
This energetic system can help us to reduce pain, asthma, arthritis, fatigue, osteoporosis, 
insomnia, migraines, circulation problems and high cholesterol. 

 
It helps to ensure ideal cell function, resulting in: 

 

• Stress relief and stress recovery 

• Deeper sleep and rejuvenation 

• Increased energy and vitality 

• Strengthened immune system 

• Increased oxygen in the blood 

• Improved vitamin and mineral absorption 

• Strengthened respiratory system 

• More dense bone structure 

 
This energetic system has 3 certain function to use which can make more efficient 
utilization. These functions are spread from responsible for initiating the biochemical 
processes within the body, for increasing g cell membrane permeability and re- 
establishing normal potentials to damaged body cells to realign with the natural 
frequencies of the body (e.g. brain and nervous system activity and cell structures) which 
is important to re-balance our body in a fresh condition and it is good to present relaxation 
within our crowded mental activities. 

 
We can easily use one of these functions to return our body into excellent health 
condition. 

 
The 3 main functions of this energetic system are: 

 

• BASIC FUNCTION: General health maintenance function. This function is 
responsible for Ion transport and erythrocytes separation in the body. 

• VITAL FUNCTION: Enhance activity and energy in the body. 

• RELAX FUNCTION: Activation of the parasympathetic nervous system to 
optimize relaxation. 

 

Nature Devas & Fairies Attunement 

This course is designed for people interested in working with the Devas and Spirits 
inhabiting the Kingdom of Nature and for healers who want to integrate the energy 
vibrations of these beings in their therapeutic healing work as well as for people generally 
interested in self-healing and guidance on their path to self-development. The energies of 
these beings vibrate on a more earthly plane and unlike angels these beings are easier to 
perceive by humans for they are more similar in appearance to humans; the main 
difference is that they are etheric beings – meaning they are predominated by the 
“natural-subtle” energy vibrations. Nature Devas and their sub- categories such as 
Fairies, Elves, etc. are of great help in guiding us through difficult periods in our lives and 
giving us advice as well as for helping us in re-charging our “energy tank” by absorbing 



the strengthening and invigorating energies of nature. 
 
On this course you will be attuned to the Angel of Nature called Iris, to the 6 Devas 

reigning over the elements of Nature and to 14 of the Fairies dwelling or vibrating at the 

energy plane of the corresponding element. To make it easier for you to get familiar with 

these beings there is a set with 25 cards with individual messages for guidance and 

support in your life. However, after the attunement you are likely to be able to 

communicate with more fairies than the ones you will be attuned to. 

Nature Mandala Empowerment 

 
These beautiful Medicine Mandala empowerments act as activations for your physical, 
mental, emotional and spiritual bodies. They work to purify and release you from any less 
than light energies, filling your Spirit with Divine White Light and then imprinting the 
Medicine of the particular Mandala you are being attuned to. This Medicine is not only 
within the image itself, it also presents itself in the form of Sacred Geometry for your 
spiritual growth and wellbeing. These energies are passed onto you by the Archangel 
Raphael, the Divine Healing Angel. His presence is a warm emerald green light that 
illuminates and clears your Aura to allow healing and love to flood your light bodies. 

 
The Nature Medicine within this empowerment was created to help one: 

 
* Connect fully to the Earth Mother 

 
* Connect the Faeries & Nature Spirits 

 
* Feel grounded and more secure 

 
* Connect to the Trees, Oceans, Rivers, all of Nature 

 
* Connect with the Ancestors 

 
* Connect to the energy of the Sacred Feminine 

 
* Establish a deeper connection to one’s Animal Guides 

 
* Joy in everyday Spiritual Rituals & Sacred Rites 

 

* Honor oneness w/ Mineral, Plant & Animal Kingdoms 
 
* Work with Crystal Healing & Energies 

 
Nature Shaman Reiki 

 
Nature Shaman Reiki is 3 levels and the energies connect you to nature, higher 
source, and your soul energy. 

 
Level 1 works with being at one with all of nature. Becoming one with Mother Earth and 
moving your energies in to “I am” consciousness. 



 
Level 2 works to move you into guided meditation for energy expansion, self- 
discovery, and empowerment. 

 
Level 3 works to open you to nature communication with animals, plants, and Mother 
Earth. It opens up your psychic energies to help you receive spiritual guidance from 
nature devas, and more. 

 
This is a great system to enhance your connections and communications with Nature and 
Mother Earth. It will bring in empowerment and personal power 

 
Pachamama Aura 

 
Description from the Founder Stewart Farquharson: South American Shaman energy. 
Mother Earth Pachamama. In South America along the west coast there is a range of high 
mountains called the Andes. Native people moved here from the jungles of Central 
America and learned to deal with the cooler “cloud forests” and the dry plateaus. They 
discovered the potato and corn and llamas and began to build civilizations. The oldest 
ones were on the coast and honored the Jaguar and the Caiman, as people do farther 
north. Much later came people who honored the condor, the puma, and the snake. These 
stood for the Upper, Middle and Lower worlds of the spirits. A great Tree of Life allowed 
talented shamans to travel across these places. 

 
Sacred Earth Energy 

 
Founder: Susan Beaumont. By using a series of symbols and exercises connecting to the 
natural energies of the earth it is possible to feel more vibrant, be free of worry and 
stresses and much more. 

 
Based on Ancient principles it is a unique way to join together your consciousness and 
match your vibration to the elements of the earth, once you regain your connection with 
the earth you can move forward the way it was intended. 

 
It is the energy that resonates within us and all around us. It is in the air, the plants, the 
trees, the animals, the rocks; it is you, it is me; it is the here, the now, the past, present 
and future. It is in life it is in death; it knows no boundaries, multi-dimensional, knowing not 
of religion, knowing not of time or distance. It can be found in everything; the knowing and 
feeling, it is that which makes all things possible. 

 

Sacred Earth Reiki is a series of symbols used initially to enable a pure connection to our 
Sacred Earth and from there we can go forward on our journey with the tools and 
knowledge to light up our path. 

 
It is to assist us in raising our vibration to mirror that of our surroundings and aid us in all 
we do. It is to enable us to attune and sensitize ourselves to others. It is left to choice how 
you use this gift of love and light. 

 
It can aid us in connecting to our angels, guides, messengers. It can help us still our 
minds and find freedom and enlightenment within ourselves. We can connect to the 
Sacred Earth and let it heal us, mentally emotionally and physically, it truly is magical. 



 
It is in our quest for our conscious to know no limitations of the physical. Our minds are 
strong, our beliefs and faith are strong, yet we allow our ego and self-doubt prohibit us from 
progression on our journey. 

 
Stone Reiki 

Stone Reiki is a system that heals with stones. Stones from Sedona, Stonehenge, river 

stones, garden stones, etc. This is a magnificent method that induces healing on a more 

ancient level by bringing the energy forth into 5th dimensional earth which creates a new 

level of awareness by working with the stone kingdom thus the beginning of a new age of 

conscious healing. The healing where each of us can perform by ourselves and for 

others. 

 

 
Free Bonuses: 

Earth Blessing Empowerment Earth 

Healing eBook by Judy Hall Earth Light 

Earth Star Attunement 

Golden Merkabah of Love for World Peace Help for 

Gaia 

Earthly Mother Attunement 

Rainbow Dolphin & Cetaceans with Mother Gaia 


